Dipolar 31P NMR spectroscopy of crystalline inorganic phosphorus compounds.
The ability of the 90 degrees-t1-180 degrees pulse sequence to produce accurate dipole-dipole coupling information in solids is investigated. To this end, the experimental 31P spin echo decays are measured for eighteen crystalline phosphides and phosphorus chalcogenides and compared with simulations, based on the known internuclear distances in these compounds. The experimental results are generally found accurate in compounds where the dominant contribution to the dipole-dipole coupling arises from nuclei in structurally inequivalent sites with large chemical shift anisotropies. For this situation, the quantum mechanical "flip-flop" term in the dipolar Hamiltonian is suppressed and the dipole-dipole coupling is entirely heteronuclear in character. All of those compounds that do not obey this condition show accelerated spin echo decays due to a fractional contribution of the flip-flop term and possibly incomplete refocusing of chemical shift terms on the time scale of the experiment. The results confirm on an empirical basis that the spin echo NMR technique can provide accurate dipole-dipole coupling information (and thus distance distributions) in disordered solids and glasses.